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Abstract. This study presented the design and online experiments of a self-paced EEG-based BCI for 
controlling a car in real world environment. This paradigm using two distinct MI tasks to generate a 
multi-task car control strategy, including start, move forwards, turn left, turn right, move backwards, 
and stop. The experiment results suggested that a brain-actuated car is possible when it runs in low 
velocity, approximately 5km/hour in our study. This proposed self-paced EEG-based BCI paradigm 
could potentially help disabled and paralyzed people to gain more mobility in the future, and 
moreover, provide a supplementary car driving strategy to healthy people. 

Introduction 
Brain-computer interface (BCI) techniques have developed rapidly in the pasting two decades. A 

BCI is a communication system in which an individual can send commands to the external word by 
generating specific patterns in brain signals without depending on brain’s output channels of 
peripheral nerves and muscles [1]. The main purpose for BCIs is to enable communication for people 
with severe disabilities and neurological conditions [2]. BCI can provide direct access to brain states 
and therefore, enable improved man-machine interaction for healthy people [3，4]. And various 
studies have explored the potential of BCI applications in many fields: communication [5], 
neuroprosthetics [6，7], robots [8-10], mobility control [11，12]. These previous studies have 
promisingly demonstrated the possibility of BCIs for controlling external devices. 

Bring the BCIs from the laboratory conditions to real world applications is an important aspect for 
BCI researching. In the current study, we proposed an asynchronous EEG-based BCI paradigm using 
two distinct MI tasks to generate a multi-task car control strategy, including start, move forwards, 
turn left, turn right, move backwards, and stop. To hit our targets, two classifiers need to be trained. 
Firstly, a control intention classier (CIC) was trained to determine whether the ongoing signal 
represented rest or MI tasks. Secondly, a left/right classier (LRC) was trained to distinguish between 
left/right MI tasks. 

Methods  
System introduction. The BCI control system mainly included three subsystems: BCI signal 

processing system, and the car control system. The BCI signal processing system records and 
analyzes the EEG signals and translates them into control commands. The interface system presents 
the car states and monitors the commands sent to the car. The car control system receives control 
commands and converts them into electric signals to drive the car (Fig. 1).  
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Fig. 1 Car control system. 

Participants. Four healthy subjects who have already got their driving licenses (males, age 22-26 
years, with an average age of 24 years) participated in the study, all native Chinese speakers. And 
none had any known cognitive deficit. Two of the subjects had previous MI BCI experiences, and the 
other subject was complete novices. All of the subjects signed informed consent to participant after 
receiving a complete description of this study. 
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Fig. 2 EEG electrode positions based on the 64-channel modified international 10-20 system. 

EEG data acquisition and preprocessing. EEG signals were recorded using an EEG cap 
embedded with 16 electrodes around the sensorimotor cortex (C3, Cz, C4, F3, Fz, F4, P3, P4, CP1, 
CP2, CP5, CP6, FC1, FC2, FC5 and FC6), based on the 64-channel modified international 10-20 
system. The electrode montage is depicted in Figure 2. Each channel was referenced to P8 and 
grounded to FPz. The electrode impedance was maintained below 5 kΩ. The EEG signals were 
amplified using a BrainAmp DC Amplifier (Brain Products GmbH, Germany), digitized at a rate of 
200 Hz, and filtered using a 50 Hz notch filter. The stimulus presentation, data collection, offline 
signal processing, and experimental procedures were conducted using the BCI2000 framework [13], 
which provides a Python interface for stimuluspresentation and a Matlab interface for signal 
processing. 

Classification. The EEG signals were spatially filtered using common spatial pattern (CSP), and 
then linear discriminant analysis (LDA) was used to solve the classification problems. Calibration of 
the two classifiers coefficients was performed offline using the data collected in the calibration 
experiments. 

Experimental protocol 
The offline experiments. During the offline experimentation, the subjects were asked to sit relax 

in the driving seat in the car and to avoid overt eye/body movements other than requested. The design 
and purpose of the experiment were explained to each subject in detail, and a short familiarization 
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session was performed prior to the initiation of the experiments. The experimental procedure was 
conducted in a laptop placed in the backseat, and the Turn-Lamps of the car were controlled by this 
laptop using TCP/IP and can-bus protocol and therefore they could prompt the participants to execute 
the exact MI task. Each session consisted of 15 trials per MI task, and each MI task was performed 
four seconds in a random order with a four-second break between two trials as rest state, during which 
time the participants were asked to keep calm and avoid mental imagination. 
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Fig. 3 Diagram of the car control protocol. 

The online car control experiment. During online car control experiment, the ongoing EEG 
signals were firstly subjected to the CIC to extract the participant’s mental state (Rest-state or 
MI-state), If MI-state was detected, then the LRC classified it into left or right MI. Fig. 3 showed the 
diagram of the control protocols. The performance of the BCI system was evaluated via calculating 
the classification accuracy of the two MI tasks and the information transfer rate (ITR) [2]. In order to 
test the control performance of our paradigm, two participants was asked to drive the car following 
the route previously lined out (A-B-C), as show in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4 online car control. the task of the subject was to control the car move backwards from A to B， 

and then move forwards from B to C. 

Results and Conclusion  
All the subjects participated in the offline training experiment for left/right MI tasks, and the 

classification accuracies are shown in Table 1. Two participants joined the online control experiment. 
the total time, and the number of commands taken to accomplish one task are illustrated in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Offline classification and online control performance.  
Subject  Offline Experiment Online Experiment 

Accuracy(L/R,%)  ITR(bit/min) Time (min) Commands  
Sub1 87.4/89.8 15.21 8.12 14 
Sub2 85.1/84.2 12.83 11.40 20 
Sub3 78.9/77.6 11.10 -- -- 
Sub4 75.4/71.3 10.15 -- -- 

The experiment results suggested that a brain-actuated car is possible when it runs in low velocity, 
approximately 5km/hour in our study. This proposed self-paced EEG-based BCI paradigm could 
potentially help disabled and paralyzed people to gain more mobility in the future, and moreover, 
provide a supplementary car driving strategy to healthy people.  
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